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This report is based on a three-year Lumina
Foundation for Education-funded project entitled
IDA-PAYS that involved interviews, case studies, focus
groups, and a survey. Lumina Foundation for
Education is an Indianapolis-based private foundation
dedicated to expanding access to and success in edu-
cation beyond high school. The views expressed in
this publication are those of the author(s) and do not
necessarily represent those of Lumina Foundation for
Education, its officers or employees.



During our three-year research project we found that most practi-
tioners, researchers, and policymakers in the education field were
not familiar with Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) or the
existing research on IDAs. Therefore, we compiled a list of some of
the references that we found useful and that we believe will help
you as you learn more about IDAs. To begin, an IDA is a matched
savings account for low-income students to save toward postsec-
ondary education. In addition to match savings the IDA includes
financial literacy education, asset-specific education, and case man-
agement. For more information on IDAs or our research project
please visit our website: www.usc.edu/dept/chepa/IDApays/.
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The American Dream Demonstration

The American Dream Demonstration (ADD) was the first large-scale
study of Individual Development Accounts (IDAs). ADD ran for
seven years (1997 to 2003) and involved a collection of 14 IDA pro-
grams in various states. ADD was run by the Corporation for
Enterprise Development (CFED) in Washington, D.C. and funded by
public and private foundations. A special software program, the
Management Information System for Individual Development
Accounts (MIS IDA) was designed specifically to track participant
data by the Center for Social Development (CSD) at Washington
University in St. Louis, which conducted and designed the research
on the ADD. See ADD's website: http://add.cfed.org/.

Schreiner, MM., CClancy, MM., && SSherraden, MM. ((2002). SSaving pper-
formance iin tthe AAmerican DDream DDemonstration: AA 
national DDemonstration oof IIndividual DDevelopment 
Accounts. SSt. LLouis: WWashington UUniversity, CCenter ffor 
Social DDevelopment.

This report highlights the qualitative data on the American Dream
Demonstration (ADD). Below we will give you a detailed summary
of the findings from ADD and also highlight other articles to review. 

The authors show that low-income individuals are capable of sav-
ing and accumulating assets:  

Savers
Savers are defined as those who saved a net of $100 by the end of
2001; the savings period was from September 1997 to December
2001. 56% of the participants were classified as savers. 
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Savings outcomes
Average monthly net deposits (AMND) were $19.07 
($33.81 for savers); gross deposits equaled $40 per 
month on average.

About 64% of participants made unmatched with
drawals ($451 total).

Participants saved about $1 for every $2 that could be
matched and made deposits about every other month,
on average. 

Total accumulation (savings and match) over the 
length of the ADD was $1,543; among"savers" it was
$2,755.

By the end of 2001, 32% had made matched with-
drawals. 28% of the matched withdrawals were used 
for home purchases, 23% for microenterprise, 21% 
for postsecondary education, and 18% for home 
repair. 

By December 2001, 43% had not taken out a 
matched withdrawal but most planned to do so (June 
30, 2002 was the last day to make matched with-
drawals).

Program characteristics
Match rate: Higher match rates increased the 
likelihood of being a saver but had no significance in 
savings amount.

Match cap (the top amount that can be matched by 
the IDA funders): The opportunity to save more 
increases the likelihood of being saver.

Direct deposit: Participants using direct deposit were 
22% more likely to be savers.
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Financial education: Financial education increased sav-
ings (but only up to 10 hours, after which there were 
diminishing returns).

Participants
Gender: 80% of the participants were female (no sig-
nificance in being a saver or saving amount).

Age: The average age was 36, and the range was 
from 13 to 72 (no significance in saving amount). 

Race: 47% were African Americans, 37%Caucasians, 
9% Latino or Hispanic, 3% Native Americans, 2% 
Asian-American or Pacific-Islander, 3% "Other." 
Asian-Americans, Hispanics, "Other", and Caucasians 
saved the largest amount, where as Native Americans 
and African Americans saved the least amount.

Education: 61% attended some college while 5% had
less than a high school diploma. Education was posi-
tively associated with saving but not associated with 
amount saved. 

Students: Students were the most likely to save.

Welfare: Receiving public assistance was not strongly 
related with being a saver or with the amount saved.

Income: Average monthly household income was 
$1,496; 116% of the poverty guideline.

Assets: Home and car owners and those with check-
ing accounts were more likely to be savers. 
Homeowners saved more than renters.

Debt: Participants with debt were less likely to be 
savers.
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Insurance: Participants with health insurance 
were more likely to be savers.

Also see the following references for more information about
ADD:

Schreiner, MM., SSherraden, MM., CClancy, MM., JJohnson, LL., CCurley, JJ., 
Zhan, MM., eet aal. ((2005). AAssets aand tthe ppoor: EEvidence 
from IIndividual DDevelopment AAccounts. IIn MM. SSherraden 
(Ed.), Inclusion iin tthe AAmerican ddream: AAssets, ppoverty, 
and ppublic ppolicy (pp. 1185-2215). NNew YYork: OOxford 
University PPress.

This chapter provides an overview of ADD findings, which shows
that IDA policy works as an asset building strategy to break the
cycle of poverty. The authors discuss how most asset subsidies ben-
efit the non-poor because, to participate in them, one must have
resources. Saving is, of course, more difficult for the poor because
of the lack of surplus after paying for necessities. However, IDAs do
not require start-up resources and low-income individuals' savings
receive a match contribution.

Schreiner, MM., && SSherraden, MM. WW. ((2007). Can tthe ppoor ssave? 
Saving && aasset bbuilding iin IIndividual DDevelopment 
Accounts. NNew BBrunswick, NN.J.: TTransaction.

This is a book-length treatment of how IDAs work and why the
incentives and structures inherent in such programs are becoming
increasingly attractive to policymakers. It is based on data collected
from the American Dream Demonstration (ADD). Social policy for
the poor that moves beyond a focus on consumption toward
capacity building has stronger and longer-lasting policy effects. The
goal of asset accumulation through IDAs is not to "amass money
for its own sake but rather to facilitate human, social, and econom-
ic development" (p. 2). 
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The authors offer propositions toward a theory of saving and
asset accumulation in IDAs (pp. 5-6): 

The existence of IDAs creates a social pattern because 
it sends the message that the poor can save and that 
IDAs provide a means for the poor to save.

Matches increase the return on savings, accelerating 
asset accumulation.

IDA programs educate participants about finances, 
increasing the value of the program beyond financial 
accumulation, and provide other support aspects such
as receiving financial statements and personal support
from the staff, who give feedback and encourage-
ment toward goals, orienting participants to the 
future. Such staff support also helps participants see 
future goals that they may not have recognized on   
their own as possibilities (e.g., higher education, 
homeownership).

Participants often turn the match cap into a goal, cre-
ating an incentive to save more.

IDAs require monthly deposits, helping form a habit of
saving.

Sherraden, MM. ((2008). IDAs aand aasset-bbuilding ppolicy: LLessons aand 
directions (CSD WWorking PPaper 008-112). SSt. LLouis: 
Washington UUniversity, CCenter ffor SSocial DDevelopment.

This article discusses and summarizes key quantitative and qualita-
tive findings from ADD. It highlights eight institutional conditions
for asset saving, which have come out of IDA research on program
characteristics: access, information (e.g., financial education), incentives
(e.g., match), facilitation (e.g., automatic deposit), expectations (e.g.,
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match caps), restrictions, security, and simplicity. These conditions
can direct further policy design for asset building. The author stress-
es that low-income people can save with the right institutional con-
ditions in place (similar to the findings in behavioral economics).
The article also emphasizes the high administrative costs to run an
IDA program and suggests ways to create lower-cost versions to
reach more low-income individuals. For example, this might be
accomplished by using a centralized administrator similar to the
financial services of 401 (k) plans. 
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Many researchers have used ADD's data and focused in on specific
topics in greater detail to supplement the growing body of research
on ADD IDAs:

a. Savings
b. Education savers
c. Educational status
d. Rural communities
e. Match rates
f.    Drop-out
g. Cost 
h. Savings after an IDA

Savings
Stegman, MM. AA., && FFaris, RR. ((2005). TThe iimpacts oof IIDA pprograms 

on ffamily ssavings aand aasset hholdings. IIn MM. SSherraden 
(Ed.), Inclusion iin tthe AAmerican ddream: AAssets, ppoverty, 
and ppublic ppolicy (pp. 2216-2237). NNew YYork: OOxford 
University PPress.

This study asks what would families have saved had they not par-
ticipated in an IDA program? The evidence is clear that IDAs have a
significant impact on net savings, even when the amounts seem
small. After two years saving in ADD, the median savings rate was
$117 (mean rate = $285), or greater than twice the amount than
would have been saved without the program. Of those who were
active savers, the median was $236 and mean $368. To some, these
amounts may seem negligible, but in relative terms they are signif-
icant since these amounts represent net savings increases of about
one-third or more.

Reports using ADD's data
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Education ssavers
Zhan, MM., && SSchreiner, MM. ((2004). Saving ffor ppost-ssecondary eedu-

cation iin IIndividual DDevelopment  AAccounts. SSt. LLouis: 
Washington UUniversity, CCenter ffor SSocial DDevelopment.

This report looked at the 377 participants in ADD that saved for
postsecondary education. On the one hand, the relationship
between some program characteristics and saving was bolstered
when individuals saved for education. For example, education
savers were helped more by the financial education while they had
higher match rates and consequently saved less. On the other hand,
the relationship between some program characteristics and the
amount saved was weakened when individuals saved for educa-
tion. For example, female education savers saved less. The authors
presume these women saved less because they had children—

"81% of the females in ADD had at least one child at home and
66% of these women were single."  Married education savers also
saved less. And lastly, the authors found that student education
savers saved more, which the authors contribute to their more
urgent need to pay for school.

Educational sstatus
Zhan, MM., && GGrinstein-WWeiss, MM. ((2005). Educational sstatus aand 

savings pperformance iin IIndividual DDevelopment AAccounts.
St. LLouis: WWashington UUniversity, CCenter ffor SSocial 
Development.

Of the participants in IDAs, those with some college education,
especially a four-year degree, had higher savings (even after con-
trolling for program and individual factors). Education is positively
associated with savings outcomes of low-income IDA participants.
Zhan and Grinstein-Weiss postulate that participants with higher
educational levels were better at being students and could, thus,
benefit more from financial education.
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Rural ccommunities
Grinstein-WWeiss, MM., CCurley, JJ., && CCharles, PP. ((2007). AAsset bbuild-

ing iin rrural ccommunities: TThe eexperience oof iindividual 
development aaccounts. Rural SSociology, 772(1), 225-446.

This study examines the experiences of low-income rural partici-
pants in ADD. They asked what individual and program character-
istics were associated with savings outcomes, and what policy
implications supported asset building in rural America. They found
that low-income rural residents were both willing and able to save
toward asset accumulation through IDAs. Homeownership and
marital status were important personal characteristic affecting sav-
ings performance. Program characteristics—financial education,
peer group meetings, match rates, direct deposit, and monthly sav-
ings targets—were key predictors of success. This study could have
implications for higher education IDAs because of the interest
among universities in reaching out to underrepresented students,
which includes students in rural communities.

Match rrates
Schreiner, MM. ((2005). MMatch rrates, IIndividual DDevelopment 

Accounts, aand ssaving bby tthe PPoor. The JJournal oof IIncome
Distribution, 113(3-44), 1112-1129.

How does the match rate affect savings? In ADD, there was a
greater probability that participants would save in IDAs if they had
a higher match rate, but savers had a lower level of saving. The
author questions whether increased participation or increased sav-
ings was more important to policy makers, noting a conflict
between three goals—inclusion, savings, and asset-building. In con-
sideration of these goals, he concludes that a 2:1 match rate is bet-
ter than a 1:1 match rate. 

Drop-oout
Schreiner, MM., && SSherraden, MM. ((2005). Drop-oout ffrom IIndividual 

Development AAccounts: PPrediction aand pprevention. St. 
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Louis: WWashington UUniversity, CCenter ffor SSocial 
Development.

This paper asks, "What factors predict drop-out?" and "What can
be done to prevent it?" Based on data from the ADD, participants
are less likely to drop out if they have some assets: human capital
(education, experience); financial (bank accounts); social (marriage),
or other tangible assets (home, car). Income and welfare receipt are
not linked with drop-out. The design of an IDA program can have
a strong effect on drop-out. For example, match rates (higher
match rates decreased drop out), time caps (allowing more time
decreased drop out), and the use of automatic transfer (using auto-
matic transfer increases retention) are all strong predictors of drop-
out. The educational component of IDAs could incorporate infor-
mation on how and why to use automatic transfer (especially for
those who are "unbanked"). IDA saving could be facilitated by
ensuring that participants have dual accounts, one for IDA savings
and another for regular expenses (to minimize unmatched with-
drawals).

Cost
Schreiner, MM. ((2002). What ddo IIndividual DDevelopment AAccounts 

cost? TThe ffirst tthree yyears aat CCAPTC. St. LLouis: 
Washington UUniversity, CCenter ffor SSocial DDevelopment 
and MMicrofinance RRisk MManagement.

How much do IDA programs cost to run? This paper estimates the
cost of the Community Action Project of Tulsa County (CAPTC) IDA
program, one of the organizations involved in ADD. The social cost
(excluding matches) was about $64 per participant per month. Each
dollar saved by a participant had a cost of about $2.20. IDAs pro-
duced a dollar of asset accumulation at a cost of about $1.50 (aver-
age match rate of 1.5:1). One might ask, why not just send a check
of $64 instead of using the IDA system?  IDAs have an educational
component that provides incentives for other positive behaviors.
IDAs are not about merely transferring cash but rather about
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increasing capacity in the form of human capital and tangible assets
such as homes. IDAs are not just savings accounts but "a bundle of
services" designed to make asset accumulation easier for the poor.
Participants value their interactions with IDA staff members and the
educational aspect of the program. The author suggests imple-
menting two "tiers" of IDAs: one with broad access and less serv-
ices (and lower costs) and another with targeted access and more
intensive services (and higher costs). 

Saving aafter aan IIDA
Han, CC-KK., GGrinstein-WWeiss, MM., && SSherraden, MM. ((2007). Assets 

beyond ssaving iin IIndividual DDevelopment AAccounts. St. 
Louis: WWashington UUniversity, CCenter ffor SSocial 
Development.

This report discusses the findings from a follow-up survey 48
months after enrollment in the IDA program at Community Action
Project of Tulsa County (CAPTC). At this point participants had fin-
ished the IDA program. This quantitative research study looks at five
measures of assets: liquid assets (e.g., money in savings and check-
ing), other financial assets (e.g., savings bonds, stocks, other kinds
of saving), total financial assets (e.g., liquid and other financial assts
plus 401(k)s), real assets (e.g., value of car, home, business), and
total assets (e.g., total financial assets plus real assets). The IDA par-
ticipants had more real and total assets than the control group.
However, there was no difference in liquid and financial assets. 

The last phase of ADD research is to conduct follow-up interviews
with ADD IDA participants to better assess the long-term impact of
participation in ADD 84 months after initial enrollment.
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AFI grants are administered by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services Administration of Children and Families in the
Office of Community Services. They are the most widely used IDA
grant applied for and used by IDA practitioners because they pro-
vide the most financial support in the IDA field. The AFI website
includes recent research conducted for Congress on AFI IDA pro-
grams, which are based on data submitted their grantees
(http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/ocs/afi/research.html#other).
Below we highlight findings from the most recent report:

DeMarco, DD., MMills, GG., && CCiurea, MM. ((2008). Assets ffor 
Independence AAct eevaluation pprocess sstudy: FFinal rreport. 
Cambridge, MMA: AAbt AAssociates.

This document highlights areas that remain challenging for AFI
grantees (since the last study) and the strategies they observed. The
remaining challenges discussed were recruiting participants, coun-
seling participants to choose realistic savings goals, dealing with the
regulations of AFI IDA and non-AFI funding, raising non-federal
funds, and the limited funds available for administrative costs. The
authors give some detail to each challenge and then present strate-
gies for approaching each challenge. For example, when raising
additional match the authors remind grantees to contact state and
local government agencies for funding. To assist with administrative
costs the authors encourage outsourcing program components like
financial education through partnerships and using volunteers or
interns (such as graduate students), and dividing up the work with-
in a network model.

Assets for Independence
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Within the asset building field financial education, scaling up IDAs,
and employer IDAs have been highlighted in research studies.

Financial lliteracy
Johnson, EE., && SSherraden, MM. ((2006). From ffinancial lliteracy tto 

financial ccapability aamong yyouth. St. LLouis: WWashington 
University, CCenter ffor SSocial DDevelopment.

In this paper the authors discuss the need for low-income youth to
have both financial literacy (knowledge and skills) and financial
capability (access to financial institutions and instruments). The
authors believe that the combination of both financial education
and financial institution access will be most effective in savings pro-
grams.

Large-sscale IIDAs
Smith, SS. ((2007). Large-ssite IIDA pprograms: PPioneering tthe nnext 

level oof eexpansion. NNational EEconomic DDevelopment aand 
Law CCenter.

This report examines five IDA initiatives that have achieved a larger
scale (four of these sites were also included in our research). It is
important to note that "large scale" is defined as 500 or more
accounts. The report identified a set of critical components for large
sites models: philanthropic champion, financial development and
sustainability, strategic selection of community partner organiza-
tions, strategic selection of financial partners, use of market seg-

Hot topics
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mentation (essentially focusing on a particular target market(s) and
customize the program design for that market), infrastructure
development, and investment in technology. They recommend that
the two most important program design elements for achieving
scale are that the IDA product be standardized and that IDA practi-
tioners engage in market segmentation (focusing on specific savers,
specific asset). 

Employer IIDAs
The CCorporation ffor EEnterprise DDevelopment ((2003). Employer IIDA

initiatives: TThe ppromise oof ddelivering IIDAs tthrough 
employers.

This report highlights the advantages to employers administrating
IDA programs for their employees. Employers have noticed that
productivity among workers has increased and they have been able
to recruit more low-income employees. Employers are a good
match to offer IDAs because they already have benefits system in
place and some have the ability to match funds. 

For an example of an employer IDA offering education IDAs see our
website example: 
http://www.usc.edu/dept/chepa/IDApays/examples.html.
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Based on what they learned from ADD, the Center for Social
Development started SEED, which is a research initiative studying
long-term savings accounts for children. SEED accounts are opened
at birth with an initial deposit of up to $1,000. The savings contin-
ues throughout the child's life through deposits by family, friends,
and the participants themselves and matches can be made by any
public or private source. SEED participants can use their savings for
education or training, a home, a business, or retirement and the
program also includes a financial education component that is age-
appropriate. There are 12 SEED programs involved in the study. The
following two studies are findings from SEED programs:

College eexpectations
Elliott IIII, WW., SSherraden, MM.S., JJohnson, LL., JJohnson, SS., && 

Peterson, SS. ((2007). College eexpectations aamong yyoung 
children: TThe ppotential rrole oof ssavings. SSt. LLouis: 
Washington UUniversity, CCenter ffor SSocial DDevelopment.

This article presents data from interviews with second graders (7-9
years of age) in one of the SEED programs. The authors look at their
perceptions and expectations of going to college. Barriers to reach-
ing college mentioned by the second graders were academic abili-
ty, performance, and finance. However, having a savings account
increased the children's perception that college was within reach.

Parent eexpectations
Elliott IIII, WW., && WWagner, KK. ((2007). Increasing pparent  eexpectations

via ccollege ssavings: CClosing tthe aachievement ggap (CSD 

Saving for Education,
Entrepreneurship, and
Downpayment (SEED)
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Working PPaper 007-008). SSt. LLouis: WWashington UUniversity, 
Center ffor SSocial DDevelopment.

One factor in deciding if a child will attend college is their parents'
expectation. Parents' expectations of their child attending college
increased when they saved for their child's college education. The
study also found that low-income families benefit more from receiv-
ing reward for the act of saving rather than the amount saved. The
authors highlight IDAs programs as helping low-income families
because the matched savings rewards low-income students for sav-
ing and can furthermore raise college expectations among parents. 
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